Soccer squad beats Trinity 5-1

Tang, Yoshida, Krups, Arbolida tally five goals for MIT win

By Glenn Brownstein

MIT won its second straight soccer game Saturday against Briggs Field, beating St. John's Prep 3-1.

The Tech 1) looked very sharp in a deeply overpowering a determined, but outmatched, Trinity squad. MIT had field control for most of the game, thanks to excellent defensive work by Mark Abravwicz '74, Neal Dowling '74, and Paul Ferrante '76. Abravwicz cleared many Trinity drives with high kicks out of the goal area, Dowling destroyed Trinity chip shots with solid heading, and Ferrante's pressure on MIT's defensive pressure with numerous tackles.

The rest of the defense played quite well in allowing Trinity only 13 shots on goal, the fewest given up by MIT this season.

MIT scored twice in the first half. One goal came at 33:50 when Eret Unsal '75, dribbling down the right side, crossed it to the left side of the goal area, where Gus Arbolida '74 got off a weak shot to the middle. Chau Min Tang '74 put past the Trinity goalie.

The second goal came just before halftime, at 43:00, when Greg Hunter '76 sent a long pass down the left side to Shin Yoshida '76, who blasted it into the right side of the goal.

Trinity scored first in the second half, at 47:25, when New Chin beat Ritchie Straff '74 on a 1-on-1, slotting it past an open angled shot from the left. This goal seemed to perk up Trinity, and they started a number of downfield rushes against a temporarily ineffective MIT defense.

However, MIT got the goal back at 56:12, when Unsal crossed the ball in front of the goal, leading to a scramble in which Frank Krups '77 scored for the Tech. MIT then put the game out of reach in the final ten minutes, scoring at 83:05 when Straff, clearing the ball down the left side to Lampros Fatals '77, Fatals dribbled into the open area, and then crossed it in front of the goal to Yoshida, who executed.

MIT added a goal at 86:22, when Hunter passed the ball to the left side to Arbolida, who fired a line drive that dropped under goalie's dive at the last moment.

MIT's next game will be Saturday morning at highly ranked Middlebury. The team will then play at Brandeis and Lowell Tech before returning home October 23 against Boston College at 2:30.

Some ribs and ham's player for a week and a half. MIT was able to win its first contest of the tournament with St. John's Prep, but short of a first quarter leader over Harvard, the squad never looked up to the task. This week in particular is a month of depth and inexperienced players. (A good portion of the squad hadn't played water polo before this season).

The Tech II looked very strong on the right side with a sharp play from this week's MIT's lack of depth and inexperienced players. (A good portion of the squad hadn't played water polo before this season).

The Suffolk side hung in, with MIT's No. 6, Bob Nilsson '76, came in with a hand in and tied Merriam against Nilsson, lost to Suffolk with an 89.

The MIT team owns earlier wins over St. John's Prep and the New Hampshire's Plymouth State College. The Tech光学 College and Bentley College in a triangular match this Wednesday, in addition to this weekend.

No. 3, had an 82-to-defeat Suffolk but lose to Merriam, Lou Bonnell '77, No. 4, lost to New Hampshire and tied Merriam with an 83.
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The freshmen, always an unknown factor until after their first race, will be entering five boats in various events. Four will go into the Junior Eight race and the other in the Intermediate Eight event.

The Head of the Charles starts at noon on the 21st. Various Tech crews will be going off throughout the afternoon. Good vantage points are available along the banks of the Charles up to the finish line opposite the WBZ tower on Soldier's Field. Races from around the country coming from this region, would be the best opportunities to see rowing at its finest.

St. John's Prep 11 Exeter 4
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Coach's Profile

Silvio Vitale

Master Silvio Vitale ... fencing master ... BA, MFA, University of Rome - Three weapons champion, Rome Regional Championships 1932-34 ... former N.E. Champion three weapons, founder, president and fencing master, Boston Fencing Club ... State Archery Champion 1960 ... 1947-48 assistant fencing coach ... 1948-peaceful MIT fencing master ... Coordinator of Women's Athletics 1970-71 ... his teams have won N.E. Championships ... APO advisor ... Phys ed instructor; fencing and archery.

MIT crews ready for Head of the Charles

Final Scores:

Saturday:

Northeastern 8 Exeter 0

MIT 11 So. Conn. 10

Harvard 13 Brown 3

Northeastern 11 So. Conn. 9

Harvard 12 Brown 5

Sunday:

Exeter 13 Brown 1

Harvard 10 Northeastern 5

So. Conn 11 Exeter 10

Northeastern 11 So. Conn 10

Harvard 6 Brown 1

Northeastern 11 So. Conn 9

Harvard 9 Brown 6

The 1973 IM Cross Country meet will be held at Fresh pond on Sunday, October 28. The course will be the 2.5 mile course circling the pond. Team entries must be turned into the IM cross country mailbox in the manager's office in DePont by Wednesday, October 24, at 5pm. Individual entries will be accepted until five minutes before race time.

WHAT DO YOU WANT ME TO DO ABOUT IT?

Peter Schulte '75 (in white) in action against Harvard.